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MatchMySound Logo

The MatchMySound logo "M" icon consists of four soundwave columns and of a quarter note. The logo element “M” represents 

music technology, sound and the power of recognizing and matching polyphonic music in notes.


The primary MatchMySound logo is horizontal, on a white background. Some light fading to almost white brand elements and 

textures can be used on the background of MatchMySound logo.



Primary Logo

The primary MatchMySound logo is horizontal, on a white background with the logo icon “M” color MMS blue 
(#35609D) and the “MatchMySound” text MMS darker blue (#33334D). It is preferable for the white logo to be 
used on the MMS darker blue (#33334D) background. 


The white logo can be used if the background is dark enough for the white logo to have good visibility. For 
example use white logo on balck, gray background and on MMS green (#9BCB3C or #5EA100) background. On 
lighter backgrounds other than solid white (#FFFFFF), please use the MMS darker blue (#33334D) or solid black 
(#000000) logo.


Please use the horizontal MatchMySound logo where it will have good visibility and enough space to surround 
it on all sides.



Secondary Logo

The secondary MatchMySound logo is vertical, on a white background with the logo icon “M” color MMS blue (#35609D) 
and the “MatchMySound” text MMS darker blue (#33334D). 


It is preferable for the white logo to be used on the MMS darker blue (#33334D) background. The white logo can be used if  
the background is dark enough for the logo to have good visibility. For example use white logo on balck, gray background 
and on MMS green (#9BCB3C or #5EA100) background.On lighter backgrounds other than solid white (#FFFFFF), please 
use the MMS darker blue (#33334D) or solid black (#000000) logo.


Please use the secondary (vertical) MatchMySound logo where the allocated space is narrower and therefore too small for 
the primary logo to have good visibility. Use the secondary logo in social media profile images in order for the logo to enjoy 
the best visibility and the proper amount of space around it.



Logo Clear Space

Use the height of the letter "M" as the minimum amount of clear 
space to surround the primary MatchMySound logo.

Always leave space arround the logo for it to stand out. The more 
space, the better.

Use the width of two letter "M"s as the minimum amount of clear 
space to surround the secondary MatchMySound logo.



Logo Guidance

When it comes to the MatchMySound logo, consistency is key. The logo should not be misinterpreted, modified, or added to. 
No attempt should be made to alter the logo in any way. Its orientation, colour and composition should remain as indicated in 
this document — there are no exceptions.

Do not use the full-color logo on any other background but solid white (#FFFFFF) or light MMS blue (#DCE5EE). In addition, 
the logo should be centered in the approved amount of clear space.

Do not resize, re-scale or in any way transform the objects or letters 
included in the logo. Do not recolor the logo.

Do not use other typefaces for words “MatchMySound” with the logo 
icon.Do not replace the logo's words "MatchMySound" with any other 
variation.



Colors
RGB (red, green, and blue) refers to asystem for representing the colors tobe used on a computer display. Red,green, and blue 
can be combined invarious proportions to obtain anycolor in the visible spectrum.


WEB colors are colors used indisplaying web pages, and themethods for describing and specifyingthose colors. Colors may be
specified as an RGB triplet or inhexadecimal format (a hex triplet or HEX color code).


The CMYK color model is a subtractivecolor model, used in colorprinting, and is also used to describethe printing process, itself. 
CMYKrefers to the four inks used in somecolor printing: cyan, magenta, yellow,and key.

RGB

WEB

CMYK

53, 96, 157

#35609D

87, 66, 12, 1

RGB

WEB

CMYK

51, 51, 77

#33334D

82, 78, 50, 56

RGB

WEB

CMYK

155, 203, 60

#9BCB3C

44, 2, 100, 0

RGB

WEB

CMYK

94, 161, 0

#5EA100

26, 0, 63, 37

RGB

WEB

CMYK

220, 226, 238

#DCE5EE

8, 4, 1, 0

RGB 25, 34, 71 RGB 53, 96, 157

WEB #192247 WEB #35609D

CMYK 82, 78, 50, 56 CMYK 95, 64, 12, 6



Typography
Typography is a key element in MatchMySound brand. The use of a key selection of fonts for the 
MatchMySound brand helps all branded collateral have a consistency, create clarity, and provide equity 
to the MatchMySound brand.


Title typeface Comfortaa Bold and primary typeface Nunito Sans are selected to maximize its impact 
across all media while keeping it easy to read and ownable to MatchMySound brand. 

Comfortaa Bold as a title typeface creates a distinctive visual impression in our messaging to 
complement the other design elements in our toolkit.


Nunito Sans as a primary typeface is modern and legible in various situations. It is for all principal text 
applications, including messaging, body copy and headlines. Also it is for all supporting text 
applications, including captions and text blocks.

Primary Typeface

The primary font for the MatchMySound is Nunito Sans. Nunito Sans Regular 
shouldbe used for body copy.Nunito Sans SemiBold should beused when 
necessaryfor legibility. For the subtitles use Nunito Sans Bold or SemiBold.

Nunito Sans Bold

Nunito Sans SemiBold

Nunito Sans Regular

abcdefghi jk lmnopqrstuvwxyz


ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ


01234567890!@€£$%^&*( )?, . : ;-_

Title Typeface

The title typeface font for the MatchMySound is Comfortaa Bold.  
Comfortaa Bold should be used for titles,headlines,and can be used on 
important calloutson a layout. It should notbe used in big blocksof body 
copy. Comfortaa font-weight is used in Bold.

Comfortaa Bold
abcdefgh i jklmnopqrstuvwxyz


ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ


01234567890!@€£$%^&*()?, . : ; -_



Font Style Hierarchy

It is important to organize typography in a hierarchical system according to relative importance or 
inclusiveness through scale and function depending on communication. 


This section with font formats is for MatchMySound website and also a recommendation guidance 
for marketing advertising and other design materials where text messaging is used.

Title - Comfortaa Bold - 70 pt


Title can be resized depending on the layout 
and size of the advertisment or page. 

H1 - Nunito Sans Bold - 48 pt

H2 - Nunito Sans SemiBold - 36 pt

H3 - Nunito Sans SemiBold - 24 pt

Body Big - Nunito Sans Regular - 18 pt

Body Regular - Nunito Sans Regular - 16 pt

The quick brown fox jumps over 
the lazy dog
The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog

The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog

The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog

The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog

The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog



Typography Guidance

This section is a guidance to use typography at its best. For more guidance about what to do and what not to do, how to best 
use typography and all its options for clear messaging read more on this website/book -> Practical Typography by Butterick’s 
https://practicaltypography.com

Bold

Bold bold bold

Bold bold bold bold bold bold bold bold bold bold 
bold bold bold bold bold bold bold bold bold bold 
bold bold bold bold bold bold bold

Do not make different levels of hierarchy the same weight.

This is a Headline

The quick brown fox 
jumps over the lazy dog.

What looked like a small patch of purple grass, 
above five feet square, was moving across the sand 
in their direction.

Do not use justified text alignment because justification 
can look clunky and coarse if not done correctly and not 
using hyphenation.

Headline is here.


Next is subhead.


This is a body copy, the 
same size as headline and 
subhead. 

Do not make any level of hierarchy the same size or scale 
as another.

https://practicaltypography.com


Typeface Substitutions

If Comfortaa Bold and Nunito Sans typefaces are not available then the substitution typefaces are 
following. Firsth substitution typeface is Open Sans and second is Roboto. 

Open Sans

Firsth substitution typeface for MatchMySound is Open Sans. Open Sans Regular 
shouldbe used for body copy.Open Sans SemiBold should beused when 
necessaryfor legibility. For headers use Open Sans Bold.

Open Sans Bold

Open Sans SemiBold

Open Sans Regular

abcdefghi jklmnopqrstuvwxyz


ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ


01234567890!@€£$%^&*()? , . : ; -_

Roboto

Second substitution typeface for MatchMySound is Roboto. Roboto 
Regular shouldbe used for body copy.Roboto Medium should beused 
when necessaryfor legibility. For headers use Roboto Bold.

Roboto Bold

Roboto Medium

Roboto Regular

abcdefghi jk lmnopqrs tuvwxyz


ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ


01234567890!@€£$%^&*()? , . : ; -_

Fallback Fonts

Fallback fonts are used mainly on web when the current font isn't available. 
Fallback fonts for Open Sans and Roboto in prefered order are Lato, Sans-Serif 
and Arial.



Powered by MatchMySound Mark

Aim of this section is to give a quick overview on how to use our powered by MatchMySound  
mark in your design.


This brief introduction defines the basic rules for using the powered by MatchMySound mark 
graphics. Your specific contract might state otherwise and in that case the requirements of the 
contract should be observed.



Horizontal Version
This is the Horizontal Version and this should be preferred in most cases. 

It is good to use in left or right aligned horizontal layout compositions.  

For example on a presentation slide right corner.

Stacked Version
This is a Stacked Version, mostly for standalone use and for use in 

center aligned or vertical compositions. App spash screens, for example 

or vertical ad materials.



Clear Space & Minimum Size

Clear Space

Clear space arround powered by MatchMySound is set with capital M size of the MatchMySound.

Minimum Sizes

The horizontal powered by MatchMySound minimum size for digital usage is 20 px of height. 

For print materials the height is 0.2 inch or 5 millimeters.


Minimum size of the two row vertical powered by MatchMySound for digital usage is 40 px of height. 

For print materials the height for the two row vertical logo is 0.4 inch or 10 millimeters. 

Unless your contract specifies otherwise.

Digital usage

20 px

40 px

Print materials

0.2 in / 5 mm

0.4 in / 10 mm



Color & Contrast

The primary powered by MatchMySound color is #33334D, with the secondary as white (#FFFFFF) or black 

(#000000). There is a third available option of gray (#808080) for use on a white background.


The contrast between the powered by MatchMySound logo and the bacground should be at least 4:1. 

Check the contrast ratio at: https://webaim.org/resources/contrastchecker/

RGB

WEB

CMYK

51, 51, 77

#33334D

82, 78, 50, 56

255, 255, 255

#FFFFFF

0, 0, 0, 0

RGB

WEB

CMYK

255, 255, 255

#FFFFFF

0, 0, 0, 0

51, 51, 77

#33334D

82, 78, 50, 56

RGB

WEB

CMYK

0, 0, 0

#000000

0, 0, 0, 100

255, 255, 255

#FFFFFF

0, 0, 0, 0

RGB

WEB

CMYK

128, 128, 128

#808080

0, 0, 0, 50

0, 0, 0

#FFFFFF

0, 0, 0, 0

https://webaim.org/resources/contrastchecker/
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